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AZURE MONITORING

Cloud is now squarely in the center of enterprise business. With many industries forced to transition to the cloud 
quickly over the past few years, pre-existing relationships with Microsoft made Azure a common choice. Regardless of 
your team’s expertise, accessing apps or data from cloud environments comes with a lack of visibility into the Azure 
environment and the application delivery paths user data has to traverse to get there. 

MONITORING AZURE ENVIRONMENTS
To best monitor your Azure Environment, AppNeta recommends deploying a Monitoring Point within the same Azure 
Virtual Network (VNet) as your host, as well as to each location that interacts with the host. This might include headquarters, 
branch offices, and home offices. If customers access your web apps, you can use AppNeta Global Monitoring Points 
(GMPs) as a proxy for customers in various regions. Once the Monitoring Points are deployed, they can be configured to 
emulate users accessing the hosted applications and to monitor network health.



AppNeta is the only network performance monitoring solution that delivers deep, actionable, end-to-end network performance data from the end-user perspective. With 
AppNeta’s SaaS-based solution, IT and Network Ops teams at large, distributed enterprises can quickly pinpoint issues that affect network and business-critical cloud 
application performance, regardless of where they occur. AppNeta is trusted by some of the biggest Fortune 1000 companies, including 3 out of the 5 largest corporations 
in the world, as well as 4 out of the 5 largest cloud providers. 
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Request a demo today to learn more about AppNeta’s  
4-Dimensional approach to network performance monitoring.

MONITORING MICROSOFT TEAMS
Many enterprise network teams struggle with insight into Microsoft Teams. AppNeta provides actionable user 
experience monitoring and 3rd-party validation that shows you when and where issues are affecting end users. 

• NETWORK DELIVERY - Monitor network performance between your users and the Teams infrastructure by 
creating network paths from remote offices and WFH sites to AppNeta-hosted targets in Azure.

• APPLICATION EXPERIENCE - Frequent synthetic transaction testing that emulates user login activity in 
order to monitor a user’s Teams experience.

• TRAFFIC USAGE - For remote office users, determine which Teams hosts are being accessed, how 
much bandwidth is devoted to Teams traffic, and how much Teams traffic is attributable to each user. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

GLOBAL MONITORING TARGETS
Global Monitoring Targets (GMTs) are AppNeta-maintained, highly available targets that you can depend on to monitor 
your remote site internet connectivity 24/7. Azure GMTs allow you to monitor your remote site connectivity to specific 
Azure regions around the globe including regions that host Microsoft Teams. All GMTs support 1 Gbps traffic rates 
and, where possible, GMTs support up to 10 Gbps.

AUTO-TARGET: To simplify your network path configuration, AppNeta offers a generic target– 
gmt.pm.appneta.com that automatically targets the closest (lowest latency) Azure GMT.
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